#EpiphanyCares
Campus Update

For the 2020-2021 school year

Plans for Re-Opening
The ECS Team is working diligently to develop a re-entry strategy
that allows for flexibility and transparency while prioritizing the
health and safety of all our community. We are currently
preparing the physical campus to open the school year with
students in August in consideration of local, state and federal
guidelines and recommendations.
This document contains information about out four-tiered
Return to School Plan, RTS, that will be referred to throughout
the 2020-2021 school year. Over the coming weeks we will
publish additional details and updates to this document as we
make specific decisions and plans regarding on-campus
modifications. We anticipate starting the school year in Level 2 of
the RTS.
We are preparing for possible waves of interruption to oncampus learning in the event of a government-ordered closure
or to complete necessary cleaning due to a positive case on
campus. If an interruption of physical operations occurs, a shift
to distance learning could occur immediately.

On Campus
While specific decisions and plans about the upcoming school year will be
finalized over the next several weeks as more information and updated public
guidelines are issued, we wanted to share the strategies that will currently be
practiced.
They include but are not limited to:
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Athletics governed by
guidance from DOSA and
in consultation with
coaches.

4

Masks worn by faculty
and students when
moving around campus
halls, mass and common
areas.

5

Temperature checks when
students, faculty, staff,
parents, volunteers & visitors
arrive. Anything above 100.4
students will be sent home.

6

Frequent sanitization
and cleaning between
classes and after school.

7

Avoid greeting people by
touching each other.

3

Guidelines for capacity
limits and cohorts to
allow for social
distancing in spaces
such as classrooms,
gym, etc. Changes to
campus visitors and
parents permitted on
campus
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Frequent hand
washing by faculty,
staff and students.

Return to School Plan

Covid-Operations Plan by Level

LEVEL 1
LOW LEVEL OF CONCERN
NORMAL SCHOOL ROUTINES &
PROCEDURES (PRE-COVID)
• Regular scheduled athletics and after
school activities per normal routine
and schedule

LEVEL 2
MODERATE LEVEL OF CONCERN
GENERAL PROACTIVE MEASURES
• Regular daily schedules
• After school activities limited based on
diocesan/CDC guidelines and with safety
precautions instituted; all athletic sporting events
must adhere to diocesan, local and state guidelines

• Large gatherings permitted

• Social distancing as directed, throughout campus

• Weekly Mass

• face-coverings required as directed

• Normal lunch operations
• General entry security

• School wide activities limited to social distancing
guidelines for space/event

• General janitorial cleaning

• Modified Weekly Mass
• General precautions in lunch service
• Increased health screening

LEVEL 3
HIGH LEVEL OF CONCERN
SIGNIFICANT PROACTIVE
MEASURES
• Modified daily schedules
• Athletics and after school activities
suspended
• Social distancing:
• face-coverings required
• Large venue gatherings prohibited
• Modified Mass Schedule
• Only bring lunches from home
• Increased health screening
• Significant and frequent maintenance and
cleaning

• Proactive maintenance and cleaning
• Visitors will not be permitted on campus during the
school day other than the front office and with prior
notice given
• Individuals onsite providing educational support
services or necessary contracted facility
maintenance personnel must adhere to school safety
protocols and guidelines when on school grounds
• We will forego using volunteers when possible and
will provide alternative means of serving our
community
LEVEL 4
EXTREME LEVEL OF CONCERN
EXTREME PROACTIVE MEASURES
• Distance Learning
• All activities cancelled

• Limited off-campus activities

• Campus closed

• Restricted campus access

• Large venue gatherings prohibited
• Virtual Mass (as available by
Epiphany Catholic Church)

Return to School Plan
Covid-Operations Plan by Level

LEVEL 1

LOW LEVEL OF CONCERN
NORMAL SCHOOL ROUTINES
& PROCEDURES (PRE-COVID)

ON CAMPUS
LEARNING
Your children will begin the 2020-

LEVEL 2

MODERATE LEVEL OF
CONCERN
GENERAL PROACTIVE
MEASURES

2021 academic year on campus
with the expectation that specific
health and safety procedures will
be required. In the event that a
government body closes schools,

LEVEL 3

HIGH LEVEL OF CONCERN
SIGNIFICANT PROACTIVE
MEASURES

or the campus must temporarily
close for cleaning, students will
shift to distance learning

DISTANCE LEARNING
Improved learning experiences to
ensure past online success
continues while incorporating better
instructional models and exploring

LEVEL 4

EXTREME LEVEL OF
CONCERN
EXTREME PROACTIVE
MEASURES

new resources; commitment to
enhancing your child’s spiritual and
emotional well-being; we will be
working on/with teaching tools for
improved synchronous learning (live
instruction) and help students learn
better in asynchronous
environments

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST COVID-19

CORONAVIRUS

at home & in public

WASH YOUR HANDS
FREQUENTLY

PRACTICE RESPIRATORY
HYGIENE

STAY INFORMED AND
FOLLOW ADVICE

MAINTAIN SOCIAL
DISTANCING WHEN
OUT IF POSSIBLE

AVOID TOUCHING
EYES, NOSE AND
MOUTH

STAY HOME IF YOU
ARE SICK
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